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The Room 
In the beginning is my end 

 
 
There is a stillness, a layer of dust, an undisturbed slight smell of damp and memory 
lingering in the air. The door hasn’t been opened for days, if not weeks. The air is as still 
as air can be. The room knows I am outside, my mind hovering between here and in there. 
It knows me. It knows I am apprehensive. It knows I must enter respectfully, not disturbing 
the air too much, the dust from its settled surfaces, the silent rest of each of the ornaments 
carefully placed on the mantelpiece and in the china cabinet. Then of course, that other 
perfection of minute weightless particles of dust that float, unable to settle, in suspended 
animation, waiting for recognition. To come to life when lit by the occasional narrow shaft 
of sunlight that pans across the room from between the neat curtains, spotlighting for a 
magic moment the tableau that no one sees. Except me of course, the willing audience of 
this momentary delight. The dust of life that seems to come from nowhere and settles 
everywhere. That fine layer of dust you hardly notice until you touch a surface, or you see 
it floating.  
 
I am not saying there is a spirit in the room, other than memories of people, moments, an 
encapsulation of life, time, space, and the human condition. The dynamics of the room 
itself, the arrangement of furniture, the ornaments, the laying of carpets, rugs, the hanging 
of curtains in such a way that it defines a very conscious statement of cultural identity. The 
interwoven moirés, fashion, and politics that guide us, influence us, to exact our lives in a 
certain way. It’s the opposite of a vacuum, it is a vessel full of air, dust, damp, life, truth, 
personal and cultural limitations. 
 
I am standing outside the room, in my parents’ house. It’s the ground floor front room: 
the parlour, the room you should take visitors into, but you don’t because its cold, damp 
and unused. They go in the back room, the put-your-feet-up room, the tv, fire, noise, 
chatter, laughter, the living room where you do all the ordinary things. Where you gather 
around in warmth and comfort and kick off your shoes. At Christmas, my parents would 
have family parties in the house. Many aunts, uncles and cousins of all ages would invade 
with gifts, food, drink, and we would dance, sing, and have great fun into the early hours. 
Each one in turn would sing a song, tell a few jokes, recite a poem, or do something 
outrageous. When my turn came, I would run upstairs. I was a shy observer not a 
participant. Other than my inadequacies they were great family gatherings. The house was 
full of fun, family, and warmth and even if the living room was bursting with relatives, they 
seldom spread into the front room.  
 
I am outside the room facing straight towards the door. There is no one else in the house. 
To my right, down the hall, daylight from the square skylight above the front door casts a 
warm glow across the walls, highlighting the dark heavily embossed leatherette wallpaper, 
then upon me. Behind me a collection of coats hang from hooks high on the wall. To my 
left the stairs rise steeply to the door of my studio. It used to be my sister’s bedroom but 
she had left home and married many years before. It was a perfect studio – away, upstairs, 
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at the back of the house, beyond access to visitors. Only one painting exists from that 
period. It is quite large in oils on canvas of a face. It’s me in the middle of an abstraction 
of predominantly red and black marks, appearing to show my head exploding out the top 
of my skull. What does it mean, it was so long ago? Frustration, to make sense of the world, 
to find a more challenging world. The need to express myself and escape? I clearly 
remember thinking, there must be something better than this, but what? 
 
At this time, in my early to mid-teens, I read ‘The Cloud of Unknowing’ over and over 
again. Written anonymously in the 14th century, it is referred to as a spiritual guide to 
contemplation. A strange choice you might think but for me it was a book that provided a 
creative reflection upon life. A search for the inner self - inner truth - as I made my way 
through life’s complexities. It was full of advice and guidance that you could consider and 
use: “So take good care of your time. Watch how you spend it, for nothing is more 
precious”. “Do this work until you feel the delight of it”. “Look at your weaknesses, not 
your strengths”. “Pay attention to what you still need to do, instead of what you’ve already 
accomplished”. I distinctly remember the Prologue. The author commanding that you do 
not read it or speak of it unless you are in the right frame of mind. Or allow it to be read 
by anyone except by a person whom you respect, and you know will gain from it. A 
masterpiece of mystical simplicity that in later years would connect with attitudes and 
beliefs for my burgeoning artwork. 
 
Back in my studio, only a few feet away, across the yard, was next door’s equivalent 
window, the bedroom of my neighbours’ daughter. She would have been in her 20s and 
walked around the room half-naked with curtains wide open, trying on various clothes. 
Thinking back, I suppose she was proud of her body and why not? You only look like that 
in your youth. She didn’t seem to care if I was in my room, I was only a boy. I didn’t stare, 
would close the curtains, and try to get on with my work with a near perfect image of her 
imprinted on my mind. In weekly art history classes at the Art School, I would be reminded 
of her when images of the classical nude were discussed.  
 
At the age of 13. I had won a scholarship to study at the Art High School, the lower school 
of Liverpool Art College. It was an incredibly enriching experience. As an art student you 
can spend hours in front of a naked man or woman drawing or painting their nakedness. 
It’s not a shock to see a naked body as it might be for anyone else. We spend hours 
observing the shape, curves, muscles, limbs, hair, fingers, feet, eyes, nose, lips, mouth, skin 
texture, colouring, posture. Their nakedness becomes objectified. I remember once in an 
art class being obsessed with achieving the right skin colour of the fleshy thigh of the female 
model which eluded me. No matter how I tried I couldn’t get the colour quite right, staring 
intently, magnifying that part of her body until the moment she shivered. She had been 
getting cold and her skin colour gradually going bluer. At that moment I was embarrassed. 
For a moment she was fleshy, human, alive and vulnerable. I had shared in her personal 
moment of shivering. Her flesh quivering for that split second. I still have the watercolour 
painting. 
 
Ok, enough of that, let’s get back to where we were, the door outside the room. The house 
is still, no lights are on. I like it that way, a natural ambience, not the harshness of ceiling 
lights, or the designed control of table lamps, not that there were any. In front of me was 
a standard four-panel door, painted cream or is it faded white? In the lower corner of one 
of the panels there is a short run of dried paint and a small scratch in the paint work, a scar. 
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The small, round, hollow brass door handle is tarnished. It has an indentation at the top. 
The door is the only thing that separates me from the room. My hand is yet to hold the 
door handle. I know that if I enter the room, I will disturb its stillness. I could easily not 
go in there; it expects too much - or I expect too much of it. Why don’t I storm in, throw 
the lights on, rip back the curtains, shout, sing, dance, jump up and down, kick up the 
carpet, shake the china cabinet? 
 
I don’t, instead I hold the handle, turn it slightly, testing its resistance. The cold handle 
soon warms in my palm. I turn it again, this time I feel and hear the mechanism move 
slightly. I try again; this time the mechanism is fully turned but I have not pushed forward. 
The movement of the door, the change from empty room to occupied room, that moment 
is in my hands, my control. I draw back, the process is both enticing and daunting. I enjoy 
the moment, the protracted few seconds. Take a deep breath, slowly turn the handle again 
until the mechanism is fully retracted. This time I move forward, slowly, very consciously 
disturbing the delicate balance.  
 
A ripple of air travels across the room. You cannot see it or feel it, but you know it has 
happened. My body heat has changed the temperature in the room imperceptibly, you 
know it, so does the room. The dust on the surfaces has begun to move, float in the air, 
you can hardly see it, but you know it has happened. Spiders in corners have stopped rigid, 
sensing the change, the magnetic atmospheric change my presence has imposed. I step 
inside, close the door slowly, feeling the air’s resistance. The vacuum suction as the outer 
hall and inner room exchange air, particles of dust and atmospheres collide. If you could 
see it in detail, it would be a tsunami of tidal air from both sides that crash together creating 
a vortex of air currents that bounce around for hours. I close the door on the outer space, 
it was cleaner, more oxygenated. The room is darker, slightly damp, lit only by the thin 
strips of light passing between the curtains. 
 
I stand there silent for a moment as my eyes become accustomed to the reduced light of 
this secret environment. In front of me is a 1960s deep red and cream, two-tone angular 
settee. I settle down in it, conscious of its cool surface, which becomes surprisingly warm 
and quite comfortable. On my right is a glass cabinet filled with a china tea service, where 
from, who from, I have no idea. On top of the cabinet a few lace doilies are neatly placed. 
Along on my left is a cream-tiled post-war fireplace with fireguard, just in case anyone ever 
lights a fire. Either side of the far wall are the matching armchairs to this settee, hardly 
noticeable in the shadow of the curtains. On the floor is a nondescript patterned rug upon 
a timber floor that is painted dark around the edges. Ahead of me, between the two 
armchairs, there are three windows, separated by only a few inches; two outer narrow 
windows, and a wider sash window in the centre. In front of them are tightly gathered 
pressed pale green curtains. My mother must have ironed the curtains, neatly arranged them 
top to bottom, left to right, leaving only the slightest gap between each one. They allow no 
one from outside to peer in, or anyone inside to see out. To add to this tableau, in front of 
the central window there is a tall, Victorian vase stand with long slender legs, upon it, a 
vase.  
 
The vase is a basic curved shape, quite tall, wider towards the middle. It has shallow ridges 
where the potter has left the lines of a coiled pot. More importantly, it is glazed in a sky 
blue, no clouds, just clear blue sky. Upon it are three dark ticks; those simple marks we all 
make to symbolise birds in flight. Three birds flying with wide open wings against the wind 
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as seagulls do when they follow ships or float on warm air currents. So, what I see before 
me is an altar, a triptych, three windows. In front of them an offering, a sacrifice - a vessel. 
Even more poignantly, the offering is a bright blue sky with birds on the wing caught in 
the moment of freedom, soaring high above. From outside the house, you see none of this, 
this abduction of nature and freedom. You can’t see the vase; you can’t see or experience 
it in any way, its context is within the room, but inside I can see it all. The closing off from 
the outside light, the captured sky and freedom to escape.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

We all have a room inside us waiting to be opened. 
 
 
 


